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In order to do a great work, great sacrifices are needed. 

 

…“My daughter,  

the greater a work is and the more good it must bring to the human family,  

the more heroic sacrifices are needed.  

 

How many sacrifices, pains, sorrows, and even death, did I not suffer 

-in order to form the work Redeeming of creatures?  

Because the work was great, everything was to be great: -sorrows, unheard-of pains, the most 

infamous humiliations, invincible love, heroic strength and unsurpassed patience.  

Everything was to be great! Because when a work is great, creatures are taken from all sides so that 

they may receive the good that a great work contains within itself, except for some obstinate and 

perfidious one who wants to escape by force.  

 

On the other hand, when a work is small, great sacrifices are not required 

And therefore, with a small work, not all creatures can receive the good of it. 

In fact, since what is great is missing,  

-some will not find the way, -some will lack the ground under their feet, some the light, and  

-some will lack the enrapturing force of a sacrificed and sorrowful love.  

In sum, few will be those who will be able to receive the good of a small work. 

Because it lacks the life and the substance to be able to give itself to whomever wants to receive it. 

 

“Now, my daughter,  

the work of the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat is the greatest work. 

And while it holds hands with the work of Redemption,  

-because of the divine glory and the good and sanctity it will bring to creatures 

 it surpasses the very Redemption.  

This is why great sacrifices, innumerable pains and sorrows, incessant prayers are needed.  

Therefore, I had to choose a creature who, voluntarily,  

would accept the long sacrifice of many years, of many different pains. 

 

And I will make known to the children of my Kingdom -how much this Kingdom of my Will cost you 

and Me, -to make it so that all might enter into It,  

giving them open ways from all points and in all manners, so as to win them to come:  

-ways of light, ways of pains, ways of all the manifestations and truths I have given. 

 

And I will show the incredible effort you made in writing, so that nothing might be missing in order  

-to let them find solid ground and safe ways to draw them with invincible force,  

-and to let them take possession of the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat. 

 

When the human generations have known -all the Knowledges about the Divine Will, -the great Good 

of my Kingdom, and -how the one who impetrated It suffered so long sacrifices,  

my Knowledges and your Sacrifices, united together, will be  

-powerful magnets, irresistible spurs, incessant calls,-penetrating light, deafening voices which,  

as they make them deaf to all other things, they will be left with the hearing 

- to listen to the sweet teachings of the Divine Fiat, and  

 to accept a Kingdom which was impetrated for them with so many sacrifices.  

 

Therefore, in order to form a great work there is much to do and to suffer - Everything is necessary. 

And what to you seems a pain of no significance, for others it may be a pitiful voice, such that,  

-moved by it, they will recognize themselves as too  ungrateful not to accept a good so great  

which cost us so much because of them.  

Therefore, let Me do, and leave Me free to do what I want.” 


